The Department of the Navy is building its advantage through SBIR with a novel program that is simpler, faster, and more impactful. The NAVY Technology Acceleration effort will leverage small business to enable technology adoption at the pace of innovation.

**NAVY Technology Acceleration topics feature:**

* **Simpler:** Cuts proposal requirements 75% – from twenty pages to five

* **Faster:** Accelerates evaluation, selection, and payments – trims processing time by 2/3

* **Impactful:** Enables wider range of concepts from more innovators through broader topics

* **Flexible:** Matches pace of development using new contracting tools – awards in 30 days

* **Decisive:** In-person demonstration of Phase I feasibility for same-day Phase II award

**ACT NOW!** Be the next great high-tech company to partner with the U.S. Navy. The 19.3 SBIR BAA is open with NAVY Technology Acceleration topics in artificial intelligence/machine learning, autonomy, and training technologies.

Submit your solutions to: [https://sbir.defensebusiness.org/](https://sbir.defensebusiness.org/)